
1. Introduction
Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) combined with lubrication theory (linear hydraulic fracture mechanics—
LHFM for short) have successfully predicted hydraulic fracture growth for planar geometry in model materials 
such as Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and glass (Bunger & Detournay, 2008; Lecampion et al., 2017; Wu 
et  al.,  2008; Xing et  al.,  2016). However, deviations from LHFM predictions, such as a larger fluid pressure, 
have been reported in laboratory experiments in rocks (Makhnenko et al., 2010; Thallak et al., 1993; van Dam & 
de Pater, 1999) as well as microhydraulic fracture tests in deep wellbores (Shlyapobersky, 1985; Shlyapobersky 
et al., 1988). These deviations have been attributed to the presence of a nonnegligible fracture process zone around 
the fracture tip where progressive distributed microcracking or other damage takes place (Bao & Suo,  1992; 
Bažant,  1984; Kinloch & Williams,  1980; Labuz et  al.,  1987; Steinhardt & Rubinstein,  2022; Tvergaard & 
Hutchinson, 1992). When the process zone is large compared to the fracture or other characteristic dimensions of 
the samples, LEFM fails to capture the stress field near the fracture tip or predict the fracture growth (Bažant, 1984; 
Bazant & Planas, 1998). In addition, fluid flow inside the process zone likely deviates from lubrication theory and 
further enhances the nonlinear hydromechanical coupling at play (Liu & Lecampion, 2021). Accounting for the 
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nonlinear process zone during the hydraulic fracture growth, theoretical predic-
tions have reported an increase of fracture energy dissipation dependent on 
the confining stress (Garagash, 2019; Liu & Lecampion, 2019a, 2019b, 2021; 
Papanastasiou, 1999). However, few studies have reported the time evolution 
of apparent fracture energy for hydraulic fracture propagation in rocks.

Hydraulic fracturing is a volumetric controlled process characterized by 
negligible inertia. It is essentially a quasi-static process (Detournay, 2016). 
As a result, the apparent fracture toughness can be estimated from the mode 
I stress intensity factor in fracture mechanics (Rummel, 1987). Estimation 
of the stress intensity factor requires the measurement of (a) the evolution of 
fracture dimensions during propagation and (b) the fluid pressure distribution 
inside the fracture. The fluid pressure can be only measured at the wellbore 

for most cases in the laboratory and field (Warpinski, 1985). It can be representative of the fluid pressure inside 
the fracture when viscous pressure drops (at the fracture entrance and within the fracture) become negligible. This 
can be achieved by adequately controlling the fluid viscosity and injection rate (Bunger & Detournay, 2008). The 
main difficulty for the estimation of fracture apparent energy thus resides in the proper measurement of fracture 
dimensions in rocks. Early attempts to measure the fracture geometry date back to the 1950s (Haimson, 1968; 
Hubbert & Willis, 1957) when only postmortem observations of the created fractures were reported in laboratory 
hydraulic fracture experiments. Advancement in imaging techniques (such as the observation of fracture thin 
sections using optical microscope (Chen et al., 2015; Lhomme, 2005), and 3D imaging of the fractured plane 
using CT scan (Renard et al., 2009)) during the last decades has improved a lot the description of the postmortem 
fracture geometry. However, the inspection of the evolution of hydraulic fracture dimensions with time mostly 
relies on acoustic monitoring methods. Compared with other inverted imaging techniques, such as neutron imag-
ing (Roshankhah et al., 2018) and self-potential methods (Haas et al., 2013; Moore & Glaser, 2007), acoustic 
monitoring has been widely applied in the laboratory due to its good balance between measurement accuracy, 
sample size, and cost. One can obtain the development of rupture front through the localization of acoustic emis-
sion with passive acoustic listening (Lockner & Byerlee, 1977; Stanchits et al., 2014; Stoeckhert et al., 2015; 
Zoback et al., 1977). Such a technique is however insufficient for direct quantification of the fracture width and 
fracture extent, which further necessitates the usage of active acoustic monitoring by analyzing the changes 
of scattering and transmitted waves interacting with the growing fracture (Groenenboom & Fokkema,  1998; 
Groenenboom & van Dam, 2000; Liu et al., 2020; Medlin & Masse, 1984).

In this paper, we conduct hydraulic fracturing injections in cubic Zimbabwe gabbro samples with a dimension 
of 250 mm. Following the theories of LHFM (Detournay, 2016; Savitski & Detournay, 2002), we ensure that the 
fracture propagates in the so-called toughness dominated regime, where the energy is mostly dissipated by the 
creation of new fracture surfaces rather than viscous fluid flow. This leads to an approximately uniform pressure 
distribution inside the fracture such that wellbore pressure measurement can be used as representing the frac-
ture  pressure. We reconstruct the evolution of the fracture dimensions via the use of an unprecedented number 
of active acoustic transducers. Following the methods and techniques described in Liu et al. (2020), we relax the 
previous assumption of a strictly symmetric and centered fracture (Groenenboom & Fokkema, 1998; Medlin & 
Masse, 1984), in order to capture the spatiotemporal evolution of the fracture dimensions with higher accuracy. 
By estimating the apparent toughness via the fluid pressure and fracture dimensions, we aim to investigate how 
hydraulic fracture growth deviates from the LHFM predictions, and the possible mechanisms responsible for 
these deviations.

2. Materials and Methods
We investigate hydraulic fracture growth in Zimbabwe gabbro in the so-called toughness dominated regime 
where viscous flow dissipation is negligible (Detournay, 2016). Zimbabwe gabbro is a very low porosity/perme-
ability rock which can be considered impermeable at the scale of the injection investigated here. Its main prop-
erties are listed in Table 1. The rock samples are cut and rectified into a 250 mm cubic sample. A wellbore of 
16-mm diameter is drilled vertically through the block. As shown in Figure 1, a horizontal radial notch with a 
diameter of 21 ± 1 mm is created by rotating a T-shape notching tool with its stem part applied onto the wall 
of the wellbore. The distance between the bottom of the notching tool and the top surface of the sample is kept 

Bulk density ρ
(×10 3 kg/m 3)

Porosity
(%)

Grain size
(mm)

E
(GPa)

ν
(⋅)

KIc
(MPa · m 1/2)

3.00 0.32 1–3 99.7 0.29 2.79 ± 0.11

Note. The elastic properties have been measured via quasi-static triaxial tests 
(Vásquez et al., 2022) at a confinement of 0 and 10 MPa (with similar values 
for both confinement), and the mode I fracture toughness from semicircular 
bending (SCB) test (Kuruppu et al., 2014). The connected pore volume was 
measured by gas pycnometer.

Table 1 
Zimbabwe Gabbro Properties
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constant so that the notch is created at the center of the sample to localize fracture initiation. A completion tool 
connected to an injection tubing is then glued in the wellbore with epoxy. This ensures an injection of the fluid 
only at the level of the notch.

The specimens are loaded in a true triaxial frame where the confinement is applied via symmetric pairs of 
flat jacks in the three different axis. Each flat jack pair is connected to a pressure-volume controller (GDS 
High-Pressure-Volume Controller, 200 mL) which controls the compressive stresses applied on each axis with 
a maximum of 20 MPa. The confinement is set prior to the start of injection and is kept constant throughout the 
experiment via the pressure-volume controller. The volume and pressure evolution of the three pressure control-
lers are recorded at 1 Hz during an experiment.

Once the confining stresses have been applied, the fracturing fluid is injected into the central wellbore by a 
syringe pump at a constant flow rate (in the range 0.001–107 mL/min). The injection system uses an interface 
vessel to avoid filling the pump with the fracturing fluid as shown in Figure 1. Prior to the initiation of the frac-
ture, the fracturing fluid is compressed as the pressure rises. Upon fracture initiation, for low viscosity fluids, 
the volume compressed during the pressurization phase can be suddenly released. Such a fast fluid release can 
lead to a fast transient growth, and even an unstable episode when the fluid is inviscous (Lecampion et al., 2017; 
Lhomme, 2005). For example, using water, such a compressibility effect can result in a growth of the fracture 
over 10 cm in a few seconds. In order to properly image fracture growth, such an early time effect associated 
with compressibility must be reduced at maximum. To do so, we use glycerol with a viscosity of μ = 0.6 Pa s 
as the fracturing fluid. More importantly, a needle valve is placed in the injection line close to the well-head to 
damp any sudden fluid release associated with compressibility upon fracture initiation (as described in Bunger 
and Detournay (2008) among others). We record the fluid pressure (via HYDAC HDA 4846-B-600-000 pressure 
gauges) upstream and downstream of the valve located near the well-head at a sampling rate of 1 Hz.

An active acoustic imaging system is integrated into the loading platens to monitor the spatiotemporal evolution 
of the fracture (Figure 1). The acoustic array consists of 64 piezoelectric transducers with 32 acting as sources 
and 32 as receivers, of which 10 are shear wave transducers and 54 are longitudinal wave ones. Aluminum platens 
with holes act as placeholders for the acoustic transducers (note that we place the shear wave transducers in a 
way that the facing transducer pair shares the same polarization direction). A spring is placed at the back of the 
transducers to ensure that they do not carry the confinement applied to the aluminum platens. A couplant is put 
between the transducers and the rock sample for good acoustic contact. The transducers are custom-made units 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup showing the transducers' disposition. Additional holes are available in the platens allowing the use of various 
transducer dispositions. Two facing platens share the same transducers disposition and source/receiver transducers are alternatively located on opposite platens for 
robustness.
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from Olympus NDT, with disk-shaped active elements, 9.5 mm in diameter, 
and with a frequency response centered on 1 MHz. In practice, we generate 
a Ricker excitation signal (Ricker, 1951) at a central frequency of 750 kHz 
with a single-channel function generator board included in a National Instru-
ments control system. This low-voltage signal is then amplified by a 55 dB 
high-voltage amplifier, in order to get a final amplitude of ∼350Vpp. The 
high-voltage signal is then routed through the multiplexer in order to excite 
sequentially the source transducers. The function generator sends excitation 
signals at 2 kHz repetition rate, and simultaneously generates a trigger pulse 
that starts the recording of all 32 receiver transducers at 50 MHz sampling 
rate via a 32-channel acquisition board. For each channel, 8,000 points are 
recorded, resulting in 160 μs of recording time. The time to switch between 
sources is limited by the internal electronic of the multiplexer, we thus 
repeat each shot 50 times for each source and stack the data to improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio. In fine, spanning of the 32 sources defines an acoustic 
scan which takes about 2.5 s. We typically repeat an acoustic scan every 4 s 
during the fracture growth. Repeating scans are also performed during the 
pressurization phase prior to fracture initiation. These early scans performed 
before any fracture(s) has initiated, allow to measure the acoustic wave veloc-
ity of the specimen along all the possible ray paths thus providing an estimate 

of sample heterogeneity in an acoustic sense  at 750 kHz. The mean and variance of the measured acoustic veloc-
ities for the different specimens are reported in Table 2, which corresponds to a wavelength of around 9 mm for 
compressional waves. More details of the experimental setup and an example of the excitation signal waveform 
is reported in Supporting Information S1.

2.1. Methods

The acoustic monitoring methods used in this paper are described in details in Liu et al. (2020) (where one of the 
experiments (GABB-001) presented was used to document the reconstruction methods). We briefly recall below 
the main features of the monitoring methods for clarity.

2.1.1. Reconstruction of the Fracture Front Geometry From Scattered Waves

From the record of acoustic scans at repeated times during the experiment, subtracting from a scan at a given time 
a reference scan allows to eliminate the direct wave arrival and clearly visualize the arrivals of different scattered 
waves (see Liu et al. (2020) and Supporting Information S1). Using the manually picked arrivals of the scattered 
waves of different combinations of source-receiver pairs then allows for the reconstruction of the fracture front 
geometry. We reconstruct the fracture geometry using different geometrical models (ellipse, circle with or with-
out any inclination). We rank these different geometrical models via their Bayes factor (assuming equiprobable 
models) in the context of a Bayesian inversion (Tarantola, 2005). This inversion is repeated for every acous-
tic scan independently. This ultimately provides an estimate of the time evolution of the fracture geometry, in 
particular the scattered fracture radius Rs over the entire experiment duration.

2.1.2. Fracture Opening Estimation

We estimate the fracture width w from compressional waves transmitted across the fracture plane between two 
facing transducers. For a plane wave having a perpendicular incidence with a fluid-filled slot (of constant aper-
ture which is fully open), the transmission coefficient is known analytically and depends on the acoustic prop-
erties of the rock, fluid, and the unknown thickness of the fluid film. The inversion is performed in the Fourier 
domain by minimizing the difference between the FFT of the signal at the time of interest with the reference 
signal (prior to fracture initiation) convoluted with the transmission coefficient as a function of the unknown fluid 
thickness layer (see more details in Supporting Information S1). This method first pioneered in Groenenboom 
and Fokkema (1998) allows measuring fluid film thickness much smaller than the acoustic wavelength. This 
technique has been shown to compare well with optical measurements for hydraulic fractures propagating in 
transparent materials (Kovalyshen et al., 2014). We assume that the fracture is fully open and full of fluid, and 
refer to this fluid film thickness as the fracture width thereafter. We only use facing transducers satisfying the 

vp (m/s) vs (m/s) Block size (mm)

Notch 
height 
(mm)

GABB-001 6679.0 ± 113.2 3668.5 ± 41.3 250 × 250 × 251 128.5

GABB-003 6791.3 ± 14.2 3722.7 ± 43.2 250 × 249 × 250 125

GABB-005 6743.8 ± 149.5 3678.0 ± 122.8 250 × 250 × 251 126

GABB-006 6734.5 ± 168.4 3668.9 ± 196.5 250 × 250 × 249 124

Note. vp and vs are measured on the block during the pressurization phase prior 
to fracture initiation. The mean and standard deviation are calculated based 
on vertical and horizontal ray paths measured during the first 10 acoustic 
scans (16 vertical ray paths for the calculation of vp and five horizontal 
ray paths (in the North-South and East-West directions) for vs). The block 
dimensions are reported in the three directions: North-South (N-S) × East-
West (E-W) × Top-Bottom (T-B). The notch height is the vertical position of 
the notch taken from the bottom of the central wellbore.

Table 2 
Sample Dimensions and Acoustic Wave Velocities
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normally incident plane-wave assumption to invert for fluid film thickness/
fracture width. Of course, this estimate stems on the assumption of a locally 
planar fluid-filled fracture.

The accuracy of the width measurement with such a method can be partly 
estimated for a given experiment by inverting transmitted waves for several 
acoustic scans at the beginning of the test, prior to any fracture initiation. 
Such an estimate relates solely to the acquisition noises. We obtain 1–3 μm 
for most facing transducer pairs in the gabbro hydraulic fracture experiments 
reported here (see Figure 8).

This fracture width estimation using transmitted waves is restricted to longi-
tudinal waves. We also monitor the changes of the acoustic amplitude for 
facing shear waves transducers comparing the waveform at a given scan with 
that of an initial acoustic scan at the beginning of the test (see more details 
in Liu et al. (2020) and Supporting Information S1). This provides additional 
qualitative estimate of fracture growth.

2.1.3. Post-test Imaging

We cut the specimen after the test. Two types of measurements are then performed: (a) micro-CT scans of 
subsample of the specimen containing part of the fracture, (b) a part of the fractured area (typically a quarter) 
is pulled apart, the roughness of the corresponding two surfaces is then measured. The microtomograph images 
were acquired at the PIXE Ultratom micro-CT platform at EPFL, resulting in a 15 μm voxel size resolution. 
The fractured surfaces topography was mapped using an optical profilometer (VR-3200, Keyence Corporation, 
Japan). For each surface, we measure two areas at two different resolutions: an area around 90 × 90 mm 2 is 
mapped at a spatial resolution of 47.006 μm/pixel (referred to as coarse), and a wide area of a 25 × 25 mm 2 is 
mapped at a resolution of 14.777 μm/pixel (referred to as fine). The surface roughness profiles are then analyzed 
by first removing the linear tilt of the whole surface. We then compute different statistics such as the root-mean-
square (RMS) roughness, and the ratio between the “real” rough surface area and the nominal surface area in 
the assumption of a flat smooth fracture Arough/Anominal. The rough fractured area is obtained based on a linear 
interpolation of the measured roughness profiles, and is of course strongly influenced by the spatial resolution of 
the roughness measurement.

2.2. Experimental Design

Following LHFM (Detournay, 2016; Savitski & Detournay, 2002), the fluid pressure distribution inside a hydrau-
lic fracture is spatially uniform (but varies in time) only in the so-called toughness dominated regime. Focusing 
on that particular growth regime will allow us to estimate the apparent fracture energy from the measurements 
of the evolution of the fluid pressure, reconstructed fracture front, and width measurements at the location of 
some source-receivers transducers pairs. We thus designed the experiments targeting the toughness propagation 
regime, using scaling relations for a single planar radial hydraulic fracture growth accounting for the system 
compressibility (Lecampion et al., 2017). These scaling relations are functions of rock, fluid properties, and test 
condition parameters, namely μ′ = 12μ where μ is the fluid viscosity, E′ = E/(1 − ν 2) the plane-strain Young's 
modulus, KIc the rock fracture toughness, Qo the injection pump rate, and U the volumetric injection system 
compressibility and σ3 the minimum confining stress. We refer to Lecampion et  al.  (2017) for details of the 
evolution of a radial hydraulic fracture and the different scaling laws (see also Detournay (2016) and Bunger 
et al. (2005) for laboratory hydraulic fracturing tests design).

In order to achieve toughness dominated growth while allowing for a sufficiently long duration of fracture growth 
over the specimen size to properly monitor its spatiotemporal changes, we use glycerol as a fracturing fluid with 
submilliliters per minute injection rate. In addition, we have put a needle valve in the injection line to control the 
flux entering the fracture after fracture initiation. In our study, we keep a biaxial state stress (σ1 = σ2) and the same 
magnitude of deviatoric stress σ1 − σ3 = 10 MPa for all tests. The configuration of the different experiments is 
summarized in Table 3. We further quantify in Section 4.1, the actual ratio of fracture energy over fluid viscous 
energy directly from our experimental results and verify that the fracture growth achieves the targeted toughness 
regime.

μ
(Pa · s)

σ3
(MPa)

σ1 = σ2
(MPa)

Injection rate
Qo (mL/min)

System 
compressibility

U (mL/GPa)

GABB-001 0.6 0.5 10.5 0.2 217.3

GABB-003 0.6 10 20 0.08 301.0

GABB-005 0.6 5 15 0.04 222.2

GABB-006 0.6 10 20 0.04 225.9

Note. The system compliance U is estimated from the pressurization phase of 
each experiment (prior to initiation).

Table 3 
Experimental Parameters for Hydraulic Fracture Test Using Glycerol as 
Fracturing Fluid in Zimbabwe Gabbro
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Due to the rather large average grain size of Zimbabwe gabbro (3 mm) compared to sample dimensions, it is likely 
that a large fracture process zone exists during these tests. Approximating such a process zone via a cohesive 
zone model (Anderson, 2017), we obtain a cohesive zone length scale Lcoh and a time scale tcm associated with the 
nucleation of the completely separated fracture (Garagash, 2019; Liu & Lecampion, 2021):

𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
𝐾𝐾2

𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐

𝜎𝜎2
𝑐𝑐

, 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
𝐸𝐸′2𝜇𝜇′

𝜎𝜎3
𝑐𝑐

 (1)

where σc is the material peak cohesive strength. Approximating σc = 16 MPa (Lama & Vutukuri, 1978) by the 
tensile strength of gabbro, and taking properties from Table 2, we obtain tcm = 21.1 s and Lcoh ≈ 0.03 m. The small 
value of tcm does not ensure a negligible influence of nonelastic processes, since plane-strain numerical simu-
lations have notably shown that—especially for toughness dominated growth—the effect of the cohesive zone 
remains important even at ∼100 times tcm (Liu & Lecampion, 2021), which covers the fracture propagation time 
observed in our study (Table 3). Moreover, this value of the cohesive zone length scale is nonnegligible compared 
to the fracture extent, and implies a possibly significant effect on the fracture growth. Theoretical studies point 
out that the fracture growth under the influence of a process zone strongly depends on the confining stress ratio 
σ3/σc (Liu & Lecampion, 2021). However, the correlation with the confining stress might not be observable in our 
experiments due to a relatively smaller range of σ3/σc applied.

3. Results
The flow rate entering into the fracture is different from the pump injection rate Qo during an initial transient 
phase after fracture initiation (Lecampion et al., 2017), resulting from the instant release of the fluid volume 
compressed in the injection line prior to fracture initiation. The presence of a needle valve in the injection line 
helps prevent any instability and regulate the entering fluid flux. Using volume conservation in the injection 
system, one can estimate the flow rate Qin(t) entering the fracture (and the accumulated injection volume Vin) as 
follows:

𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≈ 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜 − 𝑈𝑈
d𝑝𝑝upstream

d𝑡𝑡
, 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) = ∫

𝑡𝑡

0

𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝜏𝜏)d𝜏𝜏 (2)

where pupstream is the fluid pressure measured upstream the needle valve and U is the overall volumetric compressi-
bility [V/Pressure] of the injection system. Such an estimate neglects the effect of the volume of fluid downstream 
of the valve which is orders of magnitude smaller than the fluid volume in the upstream part of the injection 
line. Prior to fracture initiation, Qin = 0, such that the pressurization of the system allows to directly measure the 
system volumetric compressibility U knowing the injection rate Qo. This value can slightly change from exper-
iment to experiment due to the length of the injection tube used (see Table 3). After the determination of U, the 
exact injection volume entering the fracture Vin(t) can be readily estimated at any time from the measurement of 
the upstream pressure using Equation 2.

We report the time evolution of the fluid pressure, the accumulated injection volume as well as the fracture 
radius inverted from scattered waves in Figure 2 for GABB-001 (see Supporting Information S1 for similar plots 
for GABB-003, GABB-005, and GABB-006). When the fracture growth initiates from the notch, we observe 
a decrease in the volume of the top-bottom flat jacks and a drop in the pressure gauge located downstream of 
the needle valve. This allows us to consistently detect fracture initiation. The upstream pressure may then either 
continue to increase for some time when the needle valve is over-constrained (this is the case for GABB-001 
and GABB-005) or directly decreases with time when the needle valve is more opened (for GABB-003). The 
downstream pressure drops significantly upon fracture initiation. A kink is visible in the volume change of the 
flat jacks pressure-volume controller at a later stage in the experiment as shown in Figure 2. This corresponds 
to the time at which the fracture front reaches the end of the specimen, and is consistent with the inversion of 
the scattered front from acoustic waves. Different net pressures p = pf − σ3 at the fracture initiation (from 14 to 
22 MPa) have been observed in these four experiments which all exhibit an average fracture front velocity in the 
range 0.1–0.8 mm/s (see Table 4).

Note that a single fracture front was observed in all these hydraulic fracture experiments from the acoustic 
scattered waves. In addition, the transmitted signal across the fracture plane did not drop and regain its strength 
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with time as typically observed when a fluid lag is present. This strongly points to the absence of a fluid lag in 
that  toughness dominated experiments as expected from their design. We refer to Liu et al. (2020), Liu (2021), 
and Liu and Lecampion (n.d.) for clear examples of the effect of a fluid lag on acoustic measurements (both 
scattered and transmitted waves).

Bayesian analysis of the inversion favors a radial scattered fracture front rather than an elliptical one for all 
experiments except for GABB-006 (in particular the fracture front geometry at the later stage of the propagation). 
However, we assume in the following the scattered front is radial with a fracture radius of Rs to simplify the 
LEFM analysis. It is worthy to notice that GABB-005 presents a significant drift of the scattered fracture center 
away from the wellbore during the fracture growth. The fracture center offset increases from 2 to 5 cm as the 
fracture grows in GABB-005, this offset is at most 1 cm throughout the fracture propagation for the other three 
experiments. We illustrate in Figure 10 the scattered fracture fronts at different times.

After the end of the test, we cut a quarter of the samples and visualize the created fractures. This notably allows 
us to quantify the overall inclination and geometry of the fracture. These are in line with the evolving fracture 
front reconstructed from the scattered acoustic waves, as shown in Figure 3. Note that the darker zones corre-
spond to fluid invasion which may have happened after the experiments. The samples have been cut (and the 
photo taken) several days after the injection (25 days in the case of GABB-001) such that the extent of invasion 
cannot be directly attributed to leak-off during the experiments. Visual observations indicate that the fractures 
have all initiated from the notch except in experiment GABB-006 in which the fracture initiated 9.5 mm below 
the notch (note that this is in agreement with the reconstructed fracture path from scattering waves (Figure 3)). In 
that experiment (GABB-006), two fractures are actually visible from this position: one results from the injection 
period we analyze in this paper, and the second one has initiated during a second injection stage performed at a 
much larger rate following the first injection stage discussed here.

4. Analysis Based on LHFM
We now analyze further these experimental results assuming a planar hydrau-
lic fracture under the hypothesis of LHFM. Furthermore, we will assume 
that the experiments can be considered as being in the toughness dominated 
propagation regime. We recall that, in that regime, viscous fluid flow dissi-
pation is negligible and the fluid pressure is uniform (but not constant) inside 
the fracture. This drastically simplifies any further analysis. However, these 
assumptions must be taken with caution and require proper evaluations.

4.1. Validity of Toughness Dominated Growth

We verify the validity of the toughness dominated growth through the eval-
uation of the dimensionless toughness 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 for a radial hydraulic fracture 

Figure 2. GABB-001: evolution of (a) injection pressure, (b) estimated fracture radius Rs (from scattered waves arrival) and flux entering into the fracture. The vertical 
lines indicate, respectively, the time of fracture initiation and the time at which the fracture reaches the block boundaries.

σ3 (MPa) pf − σ3 (MPa) v (mm/s) tprop (s)

GABB-001 0.5 22.8 0.29 ≈410

GABB-003 10 16.1 0.86 ≈158

GABB-005 5 14.6 0.11 ≈780

GABB-006 10 21.5 0.77 ≈136

Table 4 
Minimum Confining Stress σ3, Net Pressure at Fracture Initiation, Mean 
Velocity of the Scattered Fracture Front, and Total Propagation Duration 
for the Different Experiments
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(Savitski & Detournay, 2002). The dimensionless toughness 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 captures the ratio between the fracture energy 
and viscous flow dissipation. The expression of the dimensionless toughness for a constant rate (Savitski & 
Detournay, 2002) can be easily extended to a time-varying entering fluid volume V(t)

𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) =
𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡

5∕18

𝐸𝐸′13∕18𝜇𝜇′5∕18𝑉𝑉 (𝑡𝑡)
1∕6

 (3)

For a constant rate V(t)  =  Qot, the definition of 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 simplifies to the one first obtained in Savitski and 

Detournay (2002) pending a prefactor due to the removal of the coefficient 𝐴𝐴
√

32∕𝜋𝜋 previously attached to the 
fracture toughness KIc. The definition used here ensures that the transition to the toughness dominated regime 
occurs when 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 ∼ 1 .

Another estimate of dimensionless fracture toughness can be obtained from near-tip considerations. 
Garagash (2009) has shown that the dimensionless toughness for a finite fracture can be related to the near-tip 
behavior via its dependence on the current characteristic fracture length and velocity. Such a tip-based estimate 
does not depend on the knowledge of the injected volume and was shown to be equal to the dimensionless tough-
ness obtained for finite fractures (radial and plane-strain) up to a prefactor associated with the relation between 
the characteristic length scale L and the actual fracture radius R(t)  =  γL(t). Taking here for γ the toughness 

dominated solution (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 = 0.85∕(
√

32∕𝜋𝜋)
2∕5

 in the toughness dominated scaling (Savitski & Detournay, 2002)), 

this near-tip estimate can be written as (Garagash, 2009)

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) =

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝐸𝐸′2∕3𝜇𝜇′1∕3(𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡)∕𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘)
1∕3

(𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)∕𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘)
1∕6

, 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =
d𝑅𝑅

d𝑡𝑡
 (4)

Figure 3. Comparison between the postmortem observation of gabbro samples after injections and the fracture paths reconstructed from scattering acoustic waves. The 
reconstructed fracture paths correspond, respectively, to the paths of the North-South and East-West cross sections passing through the center of the wellbore. They are 
obtained by joining the scattered fracture front reconstructed during the fracture growth.
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In Figure 4, we plot the evolution of the dimensionless toughness estimated by both Equations 3 and 4 using the 
material properties listed in Table 2. The estimation of 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 from Equation 3 is based on the estimated entering 
fluid volume, while when using Equation 4, we directly take the measured fracture radius from scattered waves 
R = Rs and its time-derivative (we recall that the subscript s indicates that the fracture radius is estimated from 
scattered waves).

We observe from Figure  4 that these two estimates are of similar magnitude—especially at later times. The 
estimated 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 for these different experiments lies in a range [0.6, 2]. Theoretical predictions (Savitski & 
Detournay, 2002) using a first-order correction to obtain the hydraulic fracture growth solution for small dimen-
sionless viscosity 𝐴𝐴 𝑘𝑘 = −18∕5

𝑚𝑚  have indicated that the solution is within 1% of the toughness dominated regime 

for 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 ≥ 1.10 . Actually, the error evolves as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴9∕5
∕512−18∕5

𝑚𝑚  (the coefficient π 9/5/512 comes from the use of an 

adapted toughness parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ′
=
√

32∕𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 in Savitski and Detournay (2002)), such that for the lowest value 
of dimensionless toughness observed here, 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 = 0.6 , the growth is only 9% off the toughness dominated regime. 
Moreover, the limit for toughness dominated growth 𝐴𝐴 (𝑚𝑚 ≥ 1.10) can actually be relaxed in the presence of a 
finite wellbore borehole which removes the viscous logarithmic pressure singularity at the inlet. For example, for 
a borehole of 4.2 mm in radius and a notch of 6 mm in radius, the actual minimum value of 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 for pure toughness 

Figure 4. Time evolution of the dimensionless toughness 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 . We take the toughness measured using the semicircular bending (SCB) method (Table 1) to evaluate 
𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 : the black line indicates the results obtained using the estimated entering fluid volume Vin and the diamonds indicate those obtained from the scattered fracture tip 

velocity vtip.
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dominated growth has been found to relax to 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 ≥ 0.92 in experiments (Bunger, 2006). It is worth noting that in 
all experiments presented in this paper, the wellbore radius is around 8 mm and the outer notch radius is around 
10.5 mm which would clearly remove the inlet logarithmic singularity. In Figure 4, we have also reported the 
dimensionless toughness estimates for another experimental data set performed in a brittle transparent PMMA 
specimen in the toughness dominated regime (CSIRO-Block 4 test). The estimate of toughness from the injected 
fluid volume is actually in the lower end of toughness dominated 𝐴𝐴 (𝑚𝑚 ∼ 0.7) . Nevertheless, this test is properly 
reproduced by LHFM prediction in the toughness dominated regime (see Lecampion et al. (2017) for details). 
We can therefore conclude that all experiments reported here are in the toughness dominated regime and as such 
the fluid pressure can be approximately considered uniform inside the fracture with at worst 9% deviation (most 
likely less).

The fluid pressure is spatially uniform inside the fracture when the fracture growth is dominated by the fracture 
toughness. For such a loading, the fracture width w(r, t) and the fracture volume V(t) can be expressed in function 
of the fluid pressure and fracture radius from the well-known elastic solution of a radial crack in an infinite elastic 
medium (Sneddon, 1946)

𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟) =
8

𝜋𝜋

(𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 (𝑟𝑟) − 𝜎𝜎3)

𝐸𝐸′

√

𝑅𝑅(𝑟𝑟)
2
− 𝑟𝑟2 (5)

𝑉𝑉 (𝑡𝑡) =
16

3

(𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎3)𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)
3

𝐸𝐸′
 (6)

Under the assumption of LEFM, the material fracture toughness KIc must equal the mode I stress intensity factor 
KI during quasi-static growth. The stress intensity factor is known in closed form for a uniformly loaded radial 
fracture in an infinite medium (Tada et al., 1973), such that the propagation condition reduces to

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼 =
2

√

𝜋𝜋
(𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎3)

√

𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) (7)

Replacing the net pressure by the expression of the stress intensity factor Equation 7 which equals the material 
toughness during propagation, we can express the width profile and the fracture volume as a function of the 
fracture toughness

𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟) =
4

√

𝜋𝜋

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝐸𝐸′

1
√

𝑅𝑅(𝑟𝑟)

√

𝑅𝑅(𝑟𝑟)
2
− 𝑟𝑟2 (8)

𝑉𝑉 (𝑡𝑡) =
8
√

𝜋𝜋

3

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝐸𝐸′
𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)

5∕2 (9)

These different expressions will allow us to evaluate the same quantities from independent measurements. In the 
following, we use a subscript s to represent estimates obtained from the scattered fracture extent, and a subscript 
w for estimates obtained from the acoustic width profile measurement.

Acknowledging that our specimens have limited dimensions, we perform a first-order correction for the appar-
ent fracture toughness/stress intensity factor and the fracture volume using the known elastic solution for a 
centered radial fracture in a cylindrical specimen with the same radius as the block dimension Lb = 0.125 m 
(Tada et al., 1973). Such a correction pertains to a simple multiplication of the stress intensity factor and elastic 
volume by correcting factors Yk and Yv depending on the ratio of fracture radius to specimen dimension. We recall 
these correcting factors in the Appendix A. Although not exactly corresponding to the geometry of our cubic 
samples, this correction is a first-order approximation which likely becomes inaccurate when R/Lb → 0.8 as the 
cubic geometry will start to have a significant influence.

4.2. Estimated Fracture Volume (From p(t) and Rs(t)) Versus Entering Fluid Volume

During propagation, from the estimated fracture radius from scattered waves R = Rs and the downstream pres-
sure measurement (at the same time), we can compare the elastic estimate of the fracture volume Vs(t) with the 
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injected fluid volume Vin(t) estimated from the measured pressure and injection rate from Equation 2. The results 
are reported in Figure 5.

In GABB-003, the entering fluid volume Vin matches very well with the estimated fracture volume Vs at all 
times. Although, the fracture volume is slightly lower than the entering fluid volume, Vin ∼ Vs for most of the 
propagation in GABB-005 and GABB-006. In GABB-005, the fracture center drifts away from the wellbore as 
shown in Figure 10. The boundaries of the specimen likely have a stronger influence on the volume estimated 
via Equation  A2 (and thus underestimate fracture volume in the presence of finite boundaries). In addition, 
the applied minimum stress σ3 is also lower closer to the boundary due to the geometry of the loading system 
(Moukhtari, 2020). As a result, the estimated fracture volume when the fracture front comes close to the specimen 
boundary is likely severely underestimated for GABB-005 as shown in Figure 5.

In GABB-006, the fracture initiates at the bottom of the pressurized interval instead of the tip of the notch. The 
fracture path thus curves and reorients in the near wellbore as can be observed in Figure 3. Note that the propa-
gating net pressure is larger which is consistent with a curved fracture. Assuming a planar radial fracture would 
underestimate the fracture area and thus volume, an effect that may be only partially compensated by a higher 
net pressure. It is possible that a small amount of fluid leaks off in some microcracks/pores around the fracture 
and thus lowers the estimated fracture volume. One should keep in mind that fluid leak-off has also the tendency 
to increase the fracture net pressure, and that poroelastic back-stress due to pore-pressure increase tends to lower 
fracture width. A larger net pressure may thus possibly artificially increase the fracture volume estimated from 
the elastic volume relation Equation 6 which does not account for any poroelastic back-stress (for the same frac-
ture radius). The existence of leak-off cannot be ruled out but is difficult to quantify further.

Clearly different from other experiments, in GABB-001, the estimated fracture volume Vs is larger than the 
injected fluid Vin volume by around 80% and even more for volume corrected with the boundary effects (see 
Figure 5). Any significant difference in elastic properties is highly unlikely as the acoustic velocities recorded 
under confinement are similar between these four samples (see Table 2). No leaks are observed during the injec-
tions. Moreover, the leak-off conditions should not vary significantly from the other three experiments. This 
experiment (like GABB-006) also exhibits a larger net pressure than that of GABB-003 and GABB-005. Two 

Figure 5. Comparison of the entering fluid volume Vin (estimated from the pressure record and injection compliance) and the estimated fracture volume from elasticity 
and recorded downstream pressure Vs(p, Rs) (assuming a toughness dominated radial hydraulic fracture). Vs(corrected) is the corrected Vs on the account of the 
boundary effect of sample dimensions by approximating the growing hydraulic fracture as a centered radial fracture propagating in a cylindrical sample with the same 
radius as the block dimension Lb = 0.125 m.
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explanations are possible: (a) the existence of an entry-pressure loss due to some restrictions between the pressure 
gauge and the fracture inlet, (b) partly segmented fracture areas which are not completely connected inside the 
fracture leading to the requirement of a larger fluid pressure to propagate the fracture.

4.3. Apparent Fracture Toughness From p(t) and Rs(t)

We can directly use the recorded downstream pressure and fracture radius Rs to estimate an apparent mode I frac-
ture toughness KIc,s using Equation 7 under the assumption of toughness dominated growth.

We plot these estimates of the apparent toughness as a function of the estimated fracture radius in Figure 6a 
without boundary correction (Equation 7), and in Figure 6b with boundary correction (Equation A1). The appar-
ent toughness varies significantly between experiments, but also during an experiment. Except for GABB-005 
(which we discuss separately later), the estimated apparent fracture toughnesses are much larger than measured 
on semicircular bending tests (KIc ≈ 2.8 MPa · m 1/2). For comparison, we have also displayed the apparent tough-
ness estimated in the same way (from the measurement of pressure and radius) for the CSIRO-Block 4 experiment 
performed in a brittle PMMA in the toughness dominated regime (see Lecampion et al. (2017) for details). It is 
striking to see that for that experiment, after an initial decrease of KIc,s associated with a strong compressibility 
effect at fracture initiation (which triggers a viscous pressure drop in the fracture), the value of estimated tough-
ness tends to a constant very close to the material fracture toughness reported: KIc,s ≈ 1.3 MPa · m 1/2 (Lecampion 
et al., 2017).

The evolution of the apparent toughness is similar for all the experiments performed in gabbro and significantly 
different than for the experiment in brittle PMMA. The apparent toughness first increases with fracture radius. 
Without accounting for the boundary correction (Equation A1), the apparent fracture toughness then decreases 
when the fracture reaches about half the specimen size. Such a decrease does not necessarily reflect the real 
evolution of KIc,s as Equation 7 is only valid for an infinite elastic medium. Accounting for the boundary correc-
tion (Equation A1), the apparent fracture toughness is now always increasing (Figure 6b). Such a continuous 
increase of KIc,s with the fracture extent possibly implies a continuous growth of the nonlinear effect and its 
associated energy dissipation in the solid.

Similar to the estimation of the fracture volume, the chosen boundary correction (which assumes a cylindrical 
shape for the specimen which is in fact rectangular) likely becomes inaccurate when the fracture radius reaches 
9 cm and the shape of the external boundaries starts to matter. The correction applied also assumes that the frac-
ture remains exactly centered during the whole experiment.

It is also worth noting that the reported estimation of KIc,s assumes that the minimum confining stress σ3 is uniformly 
applied on the fracture plane and equal to the flat jack pressure—which is not truly correct. There is a partial 

Figure 6. Evolution of the estimated apparent toughness KIc,s with fracture radius Rs (a) without and (b) with an approximate correction of the boundary effect. The 
experiment performed in brittle PMMA (CSIRO-Block 4) is displayed for comparison (the drop of KIc,s is associated with the end of the viscous/compressibility effects 
in that experiment for which we plot data only for 𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚 > 0.5 —see Figure 4).
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loss of transmitted pressure due to the contact conditions between the flat jacks, spacers, and specimen surfaces 
(due to friction). Finite element simulations of the overall geometry (accounting for the platens transmitting the 
pressure and the finite specimen) have shown that for a hydrostatic loading condition σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = 20 MPa, a 
stress attenuation of around 15% (σ3 ≈ 17 MPa) in an area around 60 mm is reported in the center plane of the 
sample (Moukhtari, 2020). Taking directly the flat jack pressures, we thus use an upper bound for σ3 here, such 
that the reported apparent toughness is probably underestimated. This lower confinement may be on the other 
hand partly offset by a possible entry-pressure loss which would result in lower fluid pressure inside the fracture.

The apparent toughness estimated for GABB-005 is lower compared to other experiments. This can be explained 
by the fact that the fracture center in GABB-005 significantly drifts away from the central injection wellbore, and 
grows in an area where the applied confinement is lower. This experiment is affected very early on by the bound-
aries of the sample (see snapshots of the reconstructed fracture front in Figure 10), and the axisymmetric correc-
tion (Equation A1) is not sufficient to correct it. The reported values of KIc,s for that experiment in Figure 6 are 
clearly underestimated as a result of this drift and the resulting lower confinement encountered by that fracture.

4.4. Apparent Toughness and Radius From w(r, t)

We can obtain another estimate of the fracture radius and apparent toughness using the fracture width measured 
from the acoustic transmission as described in Section 2.1.

Upon knowledge of the width measured from acoustic transmission at 16 top-bottom platens transducer pairs 
(compressional transducers only) forming a cross-like array (Figure 8), we invert Equation 8 for the fracture 
radius, fracture center, and the apparent toughness KIc using the elastic solutions (5). To do so, we perform a 
Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo sampling and estimate their associated uncertainties. Since the effect of the spec-
imen boundary becomes significant when the fracture radius becomes large, we restrict this analysis to a time 
where the scattered fracture radius is about half of the sample dimension. This choice corresponds to a boundary 
correction factor for fracture toughness Yk < 1.1 (see Appendix A) which indicates that the use of the infinite 
medium approximation is warranted. In addition, such an acoustic scan half-way through the propagation provides 
the maximum amount of available width measurements from transmitted waves—which would be too little for a 
robust inversion for smaller fracture radius.

We illustrate the width profiles and their associated fits in Figure  7 along the North-South, East-West axis 
for experiments GABB-001 and GABB-003 (see the corresponding results of GABB-005 and GABB-006 in 
Supporting Information S1). In addition to the measured and best-fit width obtained (black and gray continuous 
lines), we also report in dashed blue the width profiles predicted from the measurement of the fracture radius 
from scattered waves and the fluid pressure (as done in Section 4.2 for the estimation of fracture volume) as 
well as the width predicted using the fracture radius estimated from width and the fluid pressure measurement 
(dashed-black lines).

It is interesting to note that the measured width profile is not always completely concave: the width seems to 
be constrained at some transducer locations. The elastic prediction of the fracture width taking the recorded net 
pressure w(p, Rw) is equivalent to the width obtained from the acoustic transmission only for GABB-003, while 
in the other experiments, w(p, Rw) is always larger than the width measured via acoustics. Similarly, only for 
GABB-003, the width estimated from the scattered radius and the recorded net pressure is consistent—although 
lower—than the measured width.

We list the estimated values of the apparent toughness, fracture radius, and fracture center offsets in Table 5, and 
compare them with those obtained in Section. 4.3 for the same time. The fracture extent is larger than that meas-
ured from the scattering waves Rw > Rs by a centimeter or more. The apparent fracture toughness is in the same 
order of magnitude as those obtained from Equation 7 albeit slightly smaller.

We also report in Table 5 the corresponding fracture volume from the fitted fracture width measurement Vw. It is 
always larger than the entering fluid volume Vin but also larger than the elastic estimate Vs from the radius recon-
structed from scattered wave and the fluid pressure. This is likely associated with the nontotally smooth width 
profiles measured, and the fact that the width at locations apart from the 16 compressional facing transducer pairs 
array is likely smaller.
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5. Discussions
Two observations in these experiments cannot be explained by the model of a smooth planar hydraulic fracture 
under the LHFM assumptions:

1.  The apparent fracture toughness estimated (by different methods) from these hydraulic fracturing tests is 
significantly larger than the one measured from the semicircular bending test, and varies significantly between 
experiments.

2.  Elasticity overestimates the fracture volume and width profiles (Figures 5 and 7, and Table 5), in particular for 
GABB-001 when assuming similar rock properties and leak-off conditions between experiments.

In the following, we discuss in more details the possible causes of such discrepancies.

5.1. Attenuation of Transmitted Waves Ahead of the Scattered Front

As already visible in Figure 7, the fracture radius reconstructed from scattering always appears smaller than the 
radius defined by the measurement of fracture width via transmitted waves. Indeed, we consistently observe 
amplitude attenuation in both shear and compressional transmitted waves, when the scattered fracture front has 
not yet reached the sight of the corresponding facing source-receiver pairs (see more details in Supporting Infor-
mation S1). Fracture width is also detected prior to the arrival of the scattered front (see Figures 7 and 8, and other 

Figure 7. Measured fracture width for different source-transducers pairs. The filled and empty disks indicate, respectively, the width obtained from the P wave 
transducers in the East-West direction and the North-South direction (These directions are illustrated in Figure 1 in 3D and in Figure 10 in the top view of the rock 
sample). The dashed-black curve and blue curve correspond, respectively, to the elastic prediction using the recorded downstream pressure and the fracture radius fitted 
from the width profile Rw, and that using the recorded downstream pressure and the fracture radius obtained from scattering waves Rs. The gray curve corresponds to the 
best-fit linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) profiles using Equation 8.
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examples in Supporting Information S1). It is therefore very likely that the scattering fracture front is somehow 
“lagging” behind the real physical fracture front. This mismatch possibly results from a systematic bias in the 
picking of the scattering wave arrivals associated with a low signal-to-noise ratio. Another possible explanation 
is that such attenuation is related to the presence of secondary fractures formed in a damage zone ahead of the 
fracture front. These secondary cracks may result from cleavage cracks formed ahead of the fracture front, which 
are then linked to the macrofracture by coalescence. Even though we do not observe any secondary cracks in 
microtomograph images (possibly due to the limited resolution), their presence cannot be completely ruled out.

To quantify this attenuation further, we postprocess our measurements of the width and scattered front in two 
ways. First, we pick the fracture opening wa (a emphasizing its relation to acoustic attenuation) corresponding to 
the time at which the scattering front comes in the line of sight of the corresponding vertical transducer pairs. wa 
thus characterizes the fracture width at which scattering appears. Second, we also estimate, the shortest (planar) 
distance ℓa between the scattering front and the location of a top-bottom transducer pair at the time where the 
fracture width starts to increase for that specific pair (Figure 8). This time is determined by the change of slope 
in the time history of measured fracture width for compressional wave transducer pairs (see Figure 8a), and by 
the start of amplitude attenuation for shear wave transducers (see Supporting Information S1 for more details). ℓa 
quantifies the mismatch between the fracture front reconstructed from scattering and either the real fracture front 
or at least the location where microdamage starts.

We summarize in Figure 9 the estimates of wa and ℓa for all vertical acoustic transducer pairs in the four experi-
ments. wa vary from 0 to 20 μm for all four experiments, and is much smaller than the grain size and the fracture 
surface roughness. It remains of the same order of magnitude as the fracture extent grows away from the wellbore. 
The maximum ℓa varies from 2 to 7 cm between experiments. Although difficult to quantify, the error bar on 
these estimates is likely at least 5 mm. It is interesting to note that the difference (Rw − Rs) between the fracture 
radius estimates using, respectively, the scattering waves Rs and the width profile from acoustics Rw (estimated 
only at a single time) fall in the same range than ℓa. This tends to indicate that there is possibly a systematic bias 
in the picking of the scattered waves.

5.1.1. Implications

It is interesting to recall the order of magnitude of the expected fracture process zone in such gabbro using the 
classical cohesive zone model (see Section 2.2): Lcoh ∼ 3 cm for its size and wc ∼ 10 μm for the critical width. 
Although these orders of magnitude are in line with the measurement of ℓa and wa, it is unclear if the attenuation 
of transmitted waves ahead of the reconstructed front clearly indicates a damage zone or if it is just related to the 
accuracy of the picking of the arrival of the scattered waves. Further investigations are thus required. Addition of 
passive acoustic monitoring would likely help to further decipher this point.

Experiment GABB-001 GABB-003 GABB-005 GABB-006

σ3 (MPa) 0.5 10 5 10

Injection time 59 min 42 s 66 min 10 s 102 min 31 s 189 min 35 s

Rw (m) 0.079 ± 0.003 0.077 ± 0.004 0.084 ± 0.007 0.088 ± 0.009

Rs (m) 0.065 ± 0.0003 0.064 ± 0.0007 0.045 ± 0.0008 0.062 ± 0.0007

Center offset Δxw (mm) 6.2 ± 0.6 5.7 ± 1.6 13.3 ± 0.4 24.9 ± 1.3

Center offset Δxs (mm) 6.6 ± 0.6 9.7 ± 0.2 27.6 ± 0.7 11.4 ± 1.4

KIc,w from Equation 8 (MPa · m 1/2) 3.08 ± 0.09 3.72 ± 0.16 1.88 ± 0.11 3.09 ± 0.20

KIc,s from Equation 7 (MPa · m 1/2) 4.527 ± 0.0007 3.909 ± 0.001 2.434 ± 0.0009 3.611 ± 0.001

Vw from Equation 9 (×10 −7 m 3) 2.37 ± 0.30 2.64 ± 0.42 1.66 ± 0.42 3.07 ± 0.97

Vs from Equation 6 (×10 −7 m 3) 2.12 ± 0.03 1.73 ± 0.05 0.45 ± 0.02 1.48 ± 0.05

Vin (×10 −7 m 3) ≈1.19 ≈2.37 ≈0.58 ≈2.53

Table 5 
Estimates Obtained From the Fracture Width Measured via Acoustics (the Fracture Radius Rw, the Offset Distance of the 
Fracture Center Away From the Block Center Δxw, the Apparent Fracture Toughness KIc,w, and the Fracture Volume Vw) 
and Those Obtained From the Scattered Fracture Radius and Fluid Pressure (Rs, Δxs, KIc,s(Rs, pf), and the Fracture Volume 
Vs Without Boundary Correction)
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Previous studies on fault activation experiments in granite (Aben et al., 2019) analyze the local change of elastic 
properties in the sample due to microcracking with acoustic wave velocities. They claim that the dissipation due 
to microcracking off the fracture plane takes a small portion (around 10%) of the fracture energy. Ritchie (2011) 
also points out that the toughening mechanism due to microcracking ahead of the fracture tip, is not dominant 
in rock materials, compared to fracture bridging. It is likely that the energy dissipation due to the presence of a 
damage zone around the hydraulic fractures is limited in gabbro as well—a point which we will further illustrate 
via postmortem micro-X-ray computer tomography images.

Figure 8. GABB-001: time evolution of the fracture width for one transducer pair, and illustration of ℓa and wa for this transducer pair and its associated fracture front 
footprints. The inverted width in (a) prior to fracture initiation provides a measure of the expected accuracy.

Figure 9. (a) Evolution of ℓa obtained from facing transducer pairs (empty markers indicate the P wave transducer pairs, and solid markers the S wave transducer 
pairs) as a function of fracture radius. ℓa quantifies the mismatch between the fracture front reconstructed from scattering and either the real fracture front or at least the 
location where microdamage starts. (b) Fracture width wa of different transducers at the arrival of the scattered fracture front. The transducers are shown from the left 
to the right as the ones at the first circle of the transducers closest to the wellbore (in an anticlockwise direction) to the ones at the fourth circle farthest away from the 
wellbore (in an anticlockwise direction).
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Figure 10. Top view of (a) GABB-001, (b) GABB-003, (c) GABB-005, and (d) GABB-006 with fracture footprints. We show the fracture footprints reconstructed 
from scattered waves assuming either an elliptical shape of the fracture or a circular shape. The yellow points on the reconstructed fracture front are the scattered points. 
The larger scanned area corresponds to the coarse mode measured with a resolution of 47.006 μm/pixel (indicated by the photo in the figure), and the smaller interest 
area indicated by a red rectangle corresponds to the fine mode measured with a resolution of 14.777 μm/pixel. (e) An illustration of the measured fracture roughness 
surface of GABB-003 after pulling out the two connected parts by force. The dashed lines indicate the rib markings which stem from the injection point and fan out 
(Bahat, 1991).
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5.2. Fracture Overlapping and Bridging

All the samples remain connected after the test although a macroscopic frac-
ture path is visible throughout the samples. Application of a load (with a 
hammer) was necessary in order to completely separate the fracture surfaces. 
This indicates the presence of a number of “unconnected” parts-bridges.

We first have a look at the separated fracture surfaces. They are all very rough. 
More interestingly, the surface roughness profiles for the GABB-003 exhibit 
rib markings from the injection origin and fanning outward (Figure  10d), 
while the other surfaces do not show any obvious rib markings.

These rough fracture surfaces may act as one of the toughening mech-
anisms for fracture growth: a rough fracture contains more fractured area 
than a smooth fracture, which leads to more energy dissipation in the frac-
turing process (Lawn, 1993). To be more specific, the fracture energy scales 
with the fractured area A when the energy dissipation solely comes from 
atomic debonding in the context of constant surface energy. As a result of 
Irwin's equation (Irwin,  1957), the apparent fracture toughness becomes 
proportional to the square root of the fractured area 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ∼

√

𝐴𝐴 . We aim to 
quantify this toughening mechanism in parts of the specimens (Figure 10) 
by calculating the RMS of the roughness heights, and the ratio between the 
rough surface area and its nominal area in the assumption of a flat smooth 

fracture Arough/Anominal. As shown in Table 6, RMS is in the same order of magnitude as the grain size for all 
experiments and that no obvious correlation is found between roughness properties and the confining stress. A 
strong correlation, however, exists between the roughness properties and the size of the measurement region and 
its resolution: the roughness in a larger scan area tends to present a larger maximum variation from the average 
fracture surface, thus a larger RMS. The roughness measured with a high resolution tends to capture more local 
variations of the fracture path, thus a larger ratio between the rough surface area and its nominal area in the 
assumption of a flat smooth fracture Arough/Anominal. With the finest resolution, our measurement here suggests a 
maximum increase of the apparent fracture toughness of around 26% according to Irwin's relation. Accounting 
for this correction, the apparent fracture toughness is still far below the reported toughness in Section. 4.3. More-
over, this increase of the real fractured area is only partially responsible to the increase of the apparent toughness 
reported in these experiments since not all fracture surfaces are broken during fracture growth. Further investiga-
tion of these connected areas is essential.

We were able to core a few parts of some samples cut through by the fracture, and image them via X-ray computer 
tomography (micro-CT) without separating the fracture surfaces. These tomography observations indicate a 
complex fracture path located within a band of around 1–1.5 mm as can be seen from Figure 11. The thickness 
of this band is consistent with the average grain size and the RMS roughness reported in Table 6. Overlapping 
fracture segments exist widely as can be seen from the micro-CT images taken in two different directions. They 
are also accompanied by fracture bridging, where the fracture surfaces are not completely broken but bridged by 
some connected areas. Note that the rib markings of the fracture surface roughness profiles (Figure 10e) and the 
fracture overlapping are typical features of echelon cracks (Bahat, 1991).

It is well known in fracture mechanics that a small amount of mode mixity (II and/or III) can promote segmen-
tation of the fracture front of an otherwise mostly mode I fracture in a number of adjacent segments (Chen 
et al., 2015; Sommer, 1969). A hydraulic fracture is a purely tensile/mode I fracture. However, local shear and 
antiplane shear fracture modes (II and III) necessarily occur locally at the microscale due to grain-scale heter-
ogeneities and the resulting spatial fluctuation of stresses. The observed cracks overlapping in the micro-CT 
images in two dimensions (Figure 11) result from local twisting (mode I and mode III failure) formed along the 
radial parent fracture front. These twisted cracks are part of the secondary cracks forming adjacent to or ahead 
of the macro/parent fracture, which may include cleavage cracks formed ahead of the fracture front as well. The 
hydraulic fracturing process is associated with the coalescence of such secondary cracks and the enhancement of 
the connectivity between fracture segments.

Rock sample σ3 (MPa) Spatial resolution RMS (μm)
Arough/
Anominal

GABB-001-NEB 0.5 Coarse 688.4 1.11

GABB-003-SEB 10 Coarse 773.7 1.12

GABB-005-SWB 5 Coarse 933.9 1.13

GABB-001-NEB 0.5 Fine 502.5 1.34

GABB-003-SEB 10 Fine 585.8 1.58

GABB-005-SWB 5 Fine 631.9 1.43

Note. RMS indicates the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness, Arough/Anominal 
represents the ratio between the measured rough surface area and the 
nominal surface area in the assumption of a flat smooth fracture. “Coarse” 
corresponds to an area of around 90 × 90 mm 2 scanned with a resolution of 
47.006 µm/pixel, while “Fine” corresponds an area of around 25 × 25 mm 2 
with a resolution of 14.777 µm/pixel. NEB and SEB represent, respectively, 
the northeastern and the southeastern, part of the bottom fractured surface.

Table 6 
Characterization of Subparts (See Figure 10 for Their Locations) of the 
Created Fracture Surfaces Roughness
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The assumption of a single flat hydraulic fracture is no longer valid in the presence of twist fractures/fracture 
segments. Theoretical studies on a single plane-strain mixed-mode fracture (Lawn, 1993) suggest a decrease in 
the local energy release rate as the fracture turns into a state of mixed-mode loading. This process is accompanied 
by an increase of the applied load to maintain the propagation until a new local equilibrium. Likewise, studies 
on fracture segments (Fleck, 1991; Hattali et al., 2021; Leblond & Frelat, 2014; Leblond et al., 2015) report a 
decrease of the energy release rate under the same load, which implies a higher energy dissipation for propaga-
tion compared to a smooth planar fracture. In the context of a macroradial shape hydraulic fracture consisting of 
multiple segments, the stress intensity factor is smaller than that of a single flat fracture under uniform pressuriza-
tion. As a result, a larger fluid pressure and a higher energy input are required to fulfill the propagation criterion. 
A smaller width is then expected as a result of the elastic interactions of these fracture segments than in a single 
flat fracture (Germanovich et al., 1997).

One should note that the validity of a uniform pressure distribution in all the segments of the observed fracture 
must likely be revisited as well. Fluid viscous drop between the segments may likely occur leading to locally 
elevated pressure promoting link-up. A point that requires further quantification.

The evolution of the fracture segments is closely related to the maximum fracture width, and as such is related to 
the fluid influx and fracture growth rate. GABB-001 presents the largest stress intensity factor, the slowest propa-
gation velocity, and the largest net pressure at fracture initiation and during the propagation. GABB-003 presents 
consistent estimates from two different methods in Table 5, indicating a good approximation by elasticity. This 
probably results from a smaller portion of fracture segments and fracture bridging, which is associated with the 
largest width (associated with a large influx and fastest growth rate) of GABB-003 among all four experiments. 
The evolution of the connected areas then correlates with the maximum fracture opening as expected, which is 
directly related to the fracturing velocity (via the influx rate): the faster grows the fracture, the thicker is the frac-
ture and the fewer bridging areas. Such a correlation may also exist between the bridging areas and the fracture 
growth regime—when the fracture growth is dominated by fluid viscosity or fluid lag, the fracture width can be 
larger than that in the toughness dominated regime, thus probably leading to fewer connected areas.

5.3. Comparison With Previous Observations

Fracture segmentation has been reported from laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing experiments to large-scale 
hydraulic fractures-dikes in nature.

Figure 11. (a–d) Micro-CT images of the fracture paths in GABB-001 (and their location within the overall specimen). The 
red arrows indicate the fracture propagation direction, while the green arrows indicate the fracture overlapping and bridging 
with connected areas. (e) The stacked images in the east direction.
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Fracture segmentation in the laboratory has been reported in brittle materials like PMMA under a mixed-mode 
loading condition (Wu et al., 2007) and in slit clay (Murdoch, 1993) in absence of such a mixed-mode loading. 
They observe a plateau of the wellbore injection pressure during the fracture propagation and owe it to the 
small openings of the point-like connections between the fracture segments, which restricts the fluid flow (Wu 
et al., 2007). Interestingly, recent studies (Steinhardt & Rubinstein, 2022) have reported another similar fracture 
morphology for hydraulic fracture growth in PMMA. It appears as long, step-like discontinuities along the frac-
ture surface, which are denoted as step lines. These step lines arise from a local twisting or mixed-mode loading 
due to material heterogeneity and create additional fracture surfaces leading to an increase in apparent toughness.

Some magmatic dikes have been mapped and shown to be composed of multiple discrete segments arranged in 
the echelon orientation of dike segments (Delaney & Pollard, 1981; Hoek, 1994). The formation of the segmen-
tation may be attributed to the local rotation of the direction of principal stress. Small offsets of segment contacts, 
as well as wedge-shaped bodies of crumpled host rock within segments, mark the sites of coalescence of smaller 
segments during the dike growth (Delaney & Pollard, 1981).

A similar fracture morphology has been observed in industrial hydraulic fracturing treatments (Mahrer, 1999). 
Fracture offsets due to the crossing of a shear zone or a natural fracture (alternatively called diversion in Rysak 
et al. (2022)) remain one of the common reasons. Such a morphology imposes local restrictions on the fracture 
opening and leads to an increase of the real fractured area up to 20% (Rysak et al., 2022). Such an effect may 
be accumulative in the field with tens of offsets and segments of various sizes and orientations existing along 
the fracture path. As a result, a significant deviation from the LHFM may be observable characterized by a 
higher fluid pressure in the wellbore and a slower fracture growth (Jeffrey et al., 2009; Shlyapobersky, 1985; 
Shlyapobersky et al., 1988).

5.4. Implications for Hydraulic Fracture Mechanics

Although the macroscopic loading associated with a hydraulic fracture is of pure tensile nature, the rock micro-
structure induces local mode mixity which results in segmentation and bridging. Interestingly, the macroscopic 
fracture geometry remains planar and circular. For modeling purposes, if the intrinsic length scale of the micro-
structure is constant, these crack wake effects associated with bridging and segmentation can be lumped into a 
cohesive zone model—or via a combination of LEFM and cohesive forces to model segments coalescence. This 
is a typical modeling approach in materials such as rock or alumina-ceramics (Wachtman et al., 2009) for which 
crack bridging has a first-order impact on the measure of macroscopic fracture energy. The size of the sample in 
the experiments reported here is clearly on par with the size of the fracture process zone associated with crack 
bridging. Nevertheless, the data set reported here provides a testing ground for different models associated with 
crack bridging and segmentation.

In rock masses, at larger scales, larger heterogeneities are likely encountered as the fracture grows in size. This 
in turn will trigger additional segmentations and bridging at a larger scale. This effect can explain why larger 
fracture energy spent has been reported for larger fractures/magmatic dikes (see Rivalta et al., 2015 and refer-
ences  therein). Modeling-wise, this effect has been accounted for phenomenologically using the concept of a 
fracture length-dependent fracture energy (Liu et al., 2019). However, the quantitative connection between the 
multiscale nature of heterogeneities in rocks and the evolution of such an apparent fracture energy remains to be 
elucidated.

In a more practical term, the fact that the apparent fracture energy associated with hydraulic fracturing may be 
larger than the one measured on a small sample reinforces the fact that the maximum recorded pressure (so-called 
breakdown pressure) should not be used (in combination with a laboratory-derived fracture energy) to estimate 
the maximum horizontal stress from dual packer microhydraulic fracturing tests, in addition to the problems 
associated with fluid viscosity effects (Lecampion et  al.,  2017). However, the relation between closure pres-
sure and minimum stress acting perpendicular remains valid as it is related to the macroscopic geometry of the 
fracture—with the usual caveats associated with fracture plane reorientation associated with stress field variation 
around wellbores (Zhang et al., 2011).
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6. Conclusions
We have investigated experimentally the growth of hydraulic fractures in Zimbabwe gabbro in the toughness 
dominated regime, on 25 cm cubic samples under different level of minimum confining stress (from 0 to 10 MPa), 
keeping the same differential stress (10 MPa). Thanks to an extensive active acoustic array, we are able to prop-
erly report important quantities related to the spatiotemporal evolution of these fractures: notably the evolution 
of the fracture radius from scattered waves, and the fracture width from normally incident transmitted P waves 
across the fracture. Over the range of minimum confining stress investigated here, no significant effect of confin-
ing stress was observed. This is likely due to the low ratio between confining stress and material peak strength 
(∼16 MPa for this gabbro) achieved in these experiments.

Using LEFM and the measured fracture radius (from scattered waves) and fracture width, respectively, we have 
obtained consistent estimates of the apparent fracture toughness which is larger than the one obtained from 
semicircular bending tests. Macroscopically, the created fractures are planar and evolve following a mostly radial 
geometry. However, microscale observations reveal the very important effect of fracture bridging and segmenta-
tion associated with local mode mixity triggered by the rock microstructure. The increase of the macroscopically 
observed energy dissipation can be associated with the overlapping fracture segments and bridging along the 
fracture path at the lower scale.

At the microscale (here the grain scale), heterogeneities promote shear and antiplane mode fracture conditions 
locally in addition to the otherwise purely tensile macroscopic loading of hydraulic fracturing. Such local mode 
mixity promotes fracture segmentation, bridging that coalesces as the fracture size increases. These mechanisms 
are likely to repeat at larger scales as larger heterogeneities are probed by the propagating fracture, resulting in a 
further increase of fracture energy.

The use of passive acoustic monitoring in addition to the active acoustic used here should help in further imag-
ing the fracture front propagation. Particularly, the coalescence of fracture segments/breakage of bridges should 
possibly produce detectable acoustic emission events. In addition, experiments on large specimens with larger 
confinement although tremendously challenging would be needed to investigate these nonlinear hydraulic frac-
ture mechanics effects under stress conditions similar to the field. This would surely help in further deciphering 
the scale-dependence of the fracture energy, and guide future theoretical efforts to account for the likely pervasive 
increase of fracture energy with scales.

Appendix A: Correction Factors for the Finite Sample Dimensions
Yk and Yv are correction factors for the stress intensity factor/apparent toughness and the fracture volume account-
ing for the finite sample dimension of Lb

𝑌𝑌𝑘𝑘 (𝑅𝑅∕𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏) =
(

1 − 0.5𝑅𝑅∕𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏 + 0.148𝑅𝑅3
∕𝐿𝐿3

𝑏𝑏

)

∕

(

√

1 −𝑅𝑅∕𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏

)

 (A1)

𝑌𝑌𝑣𝑣 (𝑅𝑅∕𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏) =
1
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3
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)8
] (A2)

Data Availability Statement
The data set of these experiments is made publicly available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3901193 
(GABB-001) and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6610791 (GABB-003, GABB-005, and GABB-006) in the 
hope of fostering future theoretical and experimental efforts. The source code to reconstruct the fracture geome-
try is available at https://github.com/GeoEnergyLab-EPFL/FracMonitoring.git.
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